Electroencephalographic Recordings During Withdrawal of Life-Sustaining Therapy Until 30 Minutes After Declaration of Death
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ABSTRACT: Background: The timing of the circulatory determination of death for organ donation presents a medical and ethical challenge. Concerns have been raised about the timing of electrocerebral inactivity in relation to the cessation of circulatory function in organ donation after cardio-circulatory death. Nonprocessed electroencephalographic (EEG) measures have not been characterized and may provide insight into neurological function during this process. Methods: We assessed electrocortical data in relation to cardiac function after withdrawal of life-sustaining therapy and in the postmortem period after cardiac arrest for four patients in a Canadian intensive care unit. Subhairline EEG and cardio-circulatory monitoring including electrocardiogram, arterial blood pressure (ABP), and oxygen saturation were captured. Results: Electrocerebral inactivity preceded the cessation of the cardiac rhythm and ABP in three patients. In one patient, single delta wave bursts persisted following the cessation of both the cardiac rhythm and ABP. There was a significant difference in EEG amplitude between the 30-minute period before and the 5-minute period following ABP cessation for the group, but we did not observe any well-defined EEG states following the early cardiac arrest period. Conclusions: In a case series of four patients, EEG inactivity preceded electrocardiogram and ABP inactivity during the dying process in three patients. Further study of the electroencephalogram during the withdrawal of life sustaining therapies will add clarity to medical, ethical, and legal concerns for donation after circulatory determined death.
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The cessation of brain activity during the dying process before and after cardiac arrest is understudied, physiologically important, and even ethically charged when it precedes organ donation. Physicians have expressed concerns regarding the state of cerebral activity during the dying process. Surveys of pediatric physicians, for example, show that 11% are concerned that patients may be able to experience pain during this period. Cerebral function is particularly important in the context of organ donation after cardio-circulatory death (DCD), where death is declared 2 to 10 minutes following the cessation of circulatory function. DCD most commonly involves patients with catastrophic brain injury who do not fulfill brain death criteria and where there has been a consensual agreement for the withdrawal of life-sustaining therapy (WLST). Because the time between withdrawing support, pronouncing death, and procuring organs is relatively short, there has been some uncertainty about possible cerebral or cognitive function during this process.

The goal of the present study was to quantify nonprocessed electroencephalographic (EEG) in humans at the time of WLST. EEG can be used to determine when the loss of electrocerebral activity occurs. In fact, processed EEG through the use of bispectral index (BIS) monitoring has described a spike in EEG activity occurs. In fact, processed EEG through the use of bispectral index (BIS) monitoring has described a spike in EEG activity at the time of death and during donation after circulatory death. Borjigin et al (2013) described a similar finding of increased EEG coherence and connectivity in the rat brain following cardiac arrest. Nonprocessed EEG at the time of WLST has not yet been prospectively studied in humans and may provide insight into neurological function during the dying process. In the present work, we assess subhairline EEG in relation to cardiac function after WLST and in the immediate postmortem period after cardiac arrest.

Materials and Methods

This substudy, specifically examining EEG activity during WLST, was part of a larger prospective observational pilot study to monitor the physiological changes that occur after death from cardiac arrest at five Canadian intensive care units. The study was approved by our local institutional Research Ethics Board for Health Sciences Research Involving Human Subjects, and written informed consent was obtained according to the Declaration of Helsinki from the legally authorized representative of each patient.

Participants

We report four patients who were hospitalized in the medical-surgical intensive care unit at the London Health Sciences Centre - University Hospital, London, Ontario, Canada (Table 1). All patients had continuous EEG in addition to cardio-circulatory monitoring including: electrocardiogram (ECG), arterial blood pressure (ABP), and oxygen saturation during WLST. None of the patients met the criteria for brain death at the time of WLST nor did any of the patients undergo DCD. Patients 1, 2, and 4 were eligible for DCD but their families declined donation because of the previously expressed wishes of the patient. Patient 3 was medically unsuitable for organ donation because of multiorgan failure and a previous history of invasive breast cancer; however, this patient was an eligible tissue donor and a bilateral donor enucleation procedure was performed. In accordance with standard local protocols, all patients were receiving analgesics/sedatives, including fentanyl, morphine, and midazolam, at the time of WLST (Table 1).

In all patients, death was declared by the attending team based on the absence of heart sounds by auscultation, absent palpable pulse, absent breath sounds by auscultation, unresponsiveness to painful stimulus, and unreactive pupils. Other than continuous monitoring of circulatory and neurological variables collected remotely, there was no change in patient care during WLST.

Signal Acquisition

We used a four-channel bipolar EEG monitor (Datex-Ohmeda S/5 M-EEG Module; model #898683-00) with a Datex-Ohmeda Critical Care monitor (GE Healthcare, Helsinki, Finland). This system has been validated for use in the intensive care unit. The subhairline bipolar montage uses one ground and eight anterior surface electrodes (3M Red Dot 2670-5). The EEG module has a sampling frequency of 100 Hz per channel featuring an online bandpass filter of 0.5 to 30 Hz, and the module offers an amplitude

Table 1: Demographic data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Admitting diagnosis</th>
<th>GCS</th>
<th>ABP</th>
<th>HR</th>
<th>EEG</th>
<th>Sedation after WLST</th>
<th>At isoelectric EEG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Subarachnoid hemorrhage</td>
<td>5T</td>
<td>118/42</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>Burst suppression patterns with bursts of delta activity; possible drug spindles</td>
<td>Morphine infusion 10 mg/hour, midazolam infusion 10 mg/hour</td>
<td>59/34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Cardiac arrest</td>
<td>3T</td>
<td>116/59</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Generalized suppression with slow wave delta</td>
<td>Morphine infusion 8-20 mg/hour + 2 boluses 4 mg/mcg/</td>
<td>123/59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Radiation pneumonitis</td>
<td>6T</td>
<td>105/55</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>Burst suppression patterns with bursts of delta activity</td>
<td>Fentanyl boluses (3) 100 µg</td>
<td>40/22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Cardiac arrest</td>
<td>3T</td>
<td>129/52</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>Delta and theta activity</td>
<td>Fentanyl infusion 100-300 mcg/hour/ Midazolam boluses (3) 1 mg/mcg</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ABP, arterial blood pressure; GCS, Glasgow Coma Scale; HR, heart rate.
range of ±400 mV with a resolution of 60 µV. Electrode impedances were below 5 kΩ.

Signal Analyses

Signal analysis included the calculation of EEG power spectra and trending of EEG amplitude and 95% spectral edge frequency (the power, or square of the amplitude, as a function of frequency where 95% of the EEG activity is below this frequency) over time. The absence of electrocerebral activity was defined as amplitude of less than 2 µV following the recommended guidelines for EEG testing in brain death. ABP cessation was defined a priori as absent ABP waveform tracing for a period of 1 minute. Physiological data including the mean EEG amplitude and the 95% spectral edge frequency were averaged across channels in 30-second epochs.

To assess the cessation of brain activity in relation to other physiological measures during the dying process, we collected heart rate, ABP through an intra-arterial catheter, pulse oximetry, and EEG signals continuously beginning 30 minutes before WLST until 30 minutes following the declaration of death. We were particularly interested in the EEG activity during the 5-minute observation period after ABP cessation, in keeping with current Canadian guidelines for procuring organs in DCD patients that state that organs should not be procured until the 5-minute period has elapsed to confirm irreversibility of cardio-circulatory arrest. We also investigated EEG activity at the time of final ECG cessation to determine if there were any well-defined EEG states following the early cardiac arrest period as previously observed in rats.

Power Analyses

EEG spectograms were calculated using a discrete Fourier transform with a 2-second segment size and 1-second overlap for each frequency bin (0.5-30 Hz with 0.5 Hz bin size) using Fieldtrip implemented via custom MATLAB script (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). Each segment was windowed with a Hanning window, and the absolute power was expressed in a log scale averaged over all four bipolar channels. The mean and standard error of absolute power was calculated for eight frequency bands defined as follows: delta (0-4 Hz), theta (4-8 Hz), alpha (8-12 Hz), and beta (12-30 Hz). No artefact correction procedure was performed.

RESULTS

Physiology and EEG Before and after Cessation of ABP

Figure 1 shows the physiological measures for all four patients before and following cardio-circulatory death. For patient 1, electrocerebral inactivity preceded the cessation of ABP and ECG by 4 minutes. Of note, ECG and ABP restarted 1 minute and 20 seconds after the initial stop for 40 seconds. Throughout this period, the EEG did not demonstrate evidence of electrocerebral activity as EEG amplitude remained less than 2 µV.

Figure 1: Change in all physiological measurements at or before cessation of ABP. (A) Physiological data for each patient over a 1-hour period that shows 30 minutes before and 30 minutes following cessation of ABP (time zero with hashed line). From top to bottom; mean arterial pressure (MAP), heart rate (HR), plethysmography (SpO₂), mean EEG amplitude, mean EEG spectral edge frequency (95%), and EEG absolute power averaged across all four EEG channels. The z axis of the spectrogram uses a log scale from ±17.0 to indicate power (low log power values in blue and high log power values in red).
For patient 2, electrocerebral inactivity preceded the cessation of ABP and ECG by 10 minutes and 10 seconds.

Patient 3 had a burst in power in higher frequency ranges 8 minutes before ABP cessation for a period of 4 minutes and electrocerebral inactivity occurred 1 minute and 30 seconds before the cessation of ABP.

In patient 4, initial high-frequency EEG activity was seen at two time points: 11 minutes and 5 minutes before ABP cessation for a period of 2 minutes each time. ECG continued for an additional 15 minutes and 30 seconds following ABP cessation. The EEG showed increasing suppression with infrequent single delta wave bursts following ECG and ABP cessation. These delta bursts continued for 10 minutes and 38 seconds following ECG cessation with a mean amplitude of 4.52 µV in the last burst of delta activity (Figure 2).

A significant difference in EEG mean amplitude was found for the group between the 30 minutes before ABP cessation and the 5 minutes following ABP cessation. (τ(3) = 8.473, p = 0.003). Mean amplitude before ABP cessation was significantly greater than mean amplitude following ABP cessation (M_{pre} = 5.785 µV, SE = 0.983; M_{post} = 1.2188 µV, SE = 0.539).

We also compared mean spectral power for the group across the four frequency bands of interest for the 30 minutes before and 5 minutes following ABP cessation. There were no significant effects (p > 0.10) (Figure 1).

**EEG at ECG Cessation**

A spectrogram of EEG power comparing 1 minute before ECG cessation to 1 minute following ECG cessation shows no change in patients 2 and 4 and a dramatic change in patients 1 and 3 (Figure 3). However, the raw EEG waveforms suggest that the change in EEG power for patients 1 and 3 is related to ECG artefact just before ECG cessation (Figure 3). The EEG and ECG signals are significantly correlated in these cases (R = -0.051 to 0.093; p < 0.0001).

**DISCUSSION**

Through the use of EEG, we assessed the brain activity of four patients during the WLST and through the immediate postmortem period after cardiac arrest. Prior reports of human brain activity in this period have relied upon a proprietary integer-based measure known as BIS. BIS monitoring is typically used in clinical practice to monitor the depth of anesthesia. Although BIS seems to be an effective measure of neural activity in paralyzed patients, its effects in nonparalyzed patients are not well-understood, and it is sensitive to artefacts.

Surface EEG activity was used to infer brain function as it is known to reflect the net contribution of postsynaptic potentials from cortical pyramidal cells. Using direct, simultaneous recordings in animals and through modelling studies, researchers have recently found evidence that EEG is strongly correlated with the multunit activity of large cortical neuronal populations. Additionally, EEG correlates with brain metabolism. There is evidence from both experimental and clinical studies that EEG reflects the oxidative metabolism of brain tissue and cerebral blood flow (CBF). For example, coma and general anesthesia give rise to a slow-wave EEG and reduced cerebral oxygen uptake and blood flow. Changes in regional CBF coincide with a flattening of the EEG when CBF falls below a critical level (16-22 ml/100 g/minute; internal carotid pressure to 29-50 mmHg). Interestingly, during hypoxia, EEG frequency and CBF are often not correlated. This is aligned with our findings of a statistically significant change in EEG amplitude between the 30-minute period before and the 5-minute period following ABP cessation but no difference in spectral frequency. Thus, amplitude analyses may be more sensitive than examination of frequency in detecting changes in the EEG during the dying process because of diminished CBF.

Cerebral inactivity preceded the cessation of ECG and ABP in three of four patients. An unexpected finding in the current work was that single bursts of delta wave activity persisted following ECG and ABP cessation for one patient. It is difficult to posit a physiological basis for this EEG activity given that it occurs after a prolonged loss of circulation. These waveform bursts could, therefore, be artefactual in nature, although an artefactual source could not be identified.

We also examined brain activity around the time of ECG cessation. A high amplitude slow wave or “delta blip” has been reported within 1 minute of decapitation in rats thought to be indicative of synchronous neuronal death. We did not observe a

**Figure 2:** Raw EEG tracing in patient 4 following declaration of death. Representative tracing of large infrequent single delta wave bursts observed for 10 minutes and 38 seconds (EEG bottom four tracings) following the loss of ECG tracing (top tracing).
delta wave within 1 minute following cardiac arrest in any of our four patients. We also did not observe any well-defined EEG states following the early cardiac arrest period as previously reported in rats.8 In fact, EEG activity declined dramatically well before the last heartbeat for two patients, and we noted ECG artefact in EEG channels for two patients within 1 minute before ECG cessation.

In line with previous work using BIS,6,7 two patients showed some power in higher frequency ranges before ABP cessation alongside an increase in 95% spectral edge frequency immediately before death. These previous reports from patients with no sedation are consistent with our findings from patients receiving sedation and suggest that the common finding of high-frequency activity before death might be a common feature of the dying process regardless of sedation. High-frequency synchronous gamma oscillations (25-100 Hz) have also been reported in the rat brain for up to 30 seconds following cardiac arrest.8 Moreover, it has been proposed that this apparent increase in neuronal activity around the time of death may reflect near-death experiences.6 In the current work, visual inspection of the raw EEG tracing by an experienced electroencephalographer revealed that the increased activity before ABP cessation could be an electromyelogram (EMG) artefact. Thus, one must be careful about false positive EEG signals from muscular and/or cardiac sources.

Limitations

Because we report a case series of four patients, it is not possible to make generalizable inferences about our findings. Furthermore, physiological artefacts, including those generated by EMG, ECG, and sweat, and nonphysiological artefacts, including line noise from medical equipment and movement of staff and family members at the bedside, are common in the intensive care unit and very difficult to avoid in a study of this nature. Moreover, our subhairline EEG montage only captured frequencies up to 30 Hz at anterior sites on the forehead. The subhairline EEG was used rather than a full 10-20 EEG montage because the device was already in place before WLST to monitor EEG activity. In our intensive care unit, we often use the subhairline EEG for continuous EEG monitoring as a standard of care in our patients. The presented four cases were a subset of a larger study,9 which was a noninterventional, observational study to describe the physiology from waveform data collected from the critical care monitors during the dying process. The larger study design required no deviations from the standard practice for WLST other than leaving current monitoring devices in place for 30 minutes post clinical determination of death. As a result of participating in the study, no other intervention or changes in care of the patient were permitted, thus precluding the application of a complete 10-20 EEG recording. As such, some of the guidelines for cerebral death recording suggested by the American Clinical Neurophysiology Society11 could not be met. Electrode pairs were unable to be placed 10 cm apart, and this may have prevented detection of some cerebral potentials that could be observed with longer interelectrode distances. Additionally, only anterior portions of the brain were covered with the subhairline EEG; this limited scalp coverage reduces our ability to determine whether the observed absence of EEG activity occurred across the entire cerebrum.

Clinical Significance

This is the first study, to our knowledge, that depicts cessation of anterograde blood flow and neurological function through simultaneous measurement of ABP and EEG. Results of this small patient
sample indicate that it is ethically and logistically feasible to collect EEG recordings concurrently with other physiological measurements during the dying process. The most clinically significant finding was a substantial decline in neurological activity before cardiac inactivity in the majority of patients. As in prior studies of humans and rats, high-frequency EEG activity increased just before the time of death in two patients, indicating that this might be a common feature of the neurological dying process. Another intriguing clinical finding included one incident of a very brief resumption of cardiac activity after a period of absence without concurrent resumption of neurological activity. Finally, we also encountered one case where EEG activity persisted beyond the cessation of ABP. Given that this was only observed in one case and it persisted well beyond the loss of circulation, we speculate that this activity could reflect a nonneuronal artefact. Although our case series provides a proof of concept for the feasibility for the assessment of neurological function at the time of death, we have several recommendations for future research to better inform clinical practice around the determination of death, especially in the context of DCD.

Future EEG studies of the dying brain should be designed to have a higher sampling rate to study gamma oscillations and the use of the full 10-20 montage for complete scalp coverage and standardized reproducibility. EMG should also be independently evaluated as it occurs in high frequency ranges and can contaminate EEG signals. It would also be advantageous to study brainstem function during the dying process through the use of evoked potentials to determine when brainstem function ceases relative to heart function.

CONCLUSION

For the first time, we prospectively studied subhairline EEG activity compared with ECG and ABP waveforms at the time of death in a small sample of patients undergoing the WLST. In our case series, we found a significant difference in EEG amplitude between the 30-minute period before the cessation of ABP to the 5-minute period following ABP cessation. Larger prospective studies involving the use of EEG and evoked potentials should be conducted to describe when cerebral and brainstem activity ceases in relation to other physiological variables in the dying patient to better inform the process of DCD.
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